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War of Kings Dan Abnett 2009 In the aftermath of the Secret Invasion, Black Bolt has led the Inhumans on a shockingly savage path to
restore their strength and security. But that path has brought them into direct confrontation with the Shi'Ar Empire - and their mad ruler
Vulcan! Who will get in the first strike? Who will fall on the bloody battlefield? Who will rule? The Imperial Guard, the Starjammers, the
Inhuman Royal Family, and more of your favorite sci-fi characters are locked on a collision course.
Spider-Verse Dan Slott 2015-04-29 Someone is working their way through the multiverse, leaving a trail of dead spiders in their wake! As
the Superior Spider-Man faces this foe in the future, MC2's Spider-Girl finds herself under attack! From 1602 to the era of Noir, from a
spider-powered Gwen Stacy to the world-famous Spider-Ham, spider-themed heroes everywhere, in every world, begin to falter and fall.
How can "our" Spider-Man possibly hope to survive against this unstoppable interdimensional onslaught? Guest-starring every Spider-Man
ever, and then some! Spider-UK, Sp//dr, Scarlet Spiders, Spider-Woman, Spider-Man 2099...can any of them survive the arrival of Morlun?
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2014) #7-15, Superior Spider-Man (2013) #32-33, Free Comic Book Day 2014 (Guardians of the Galaxy) #1
(5 page Spider-Man story), Spider-Verse #1-2, Spider-Verse Team-Up #1-3, Scarlet Spiders #1-3, Spider-Woman (2014) #1-4, Spider-Man
2099 (2014) #6-8.
Symbiote Spider-Man Peter David 2020-08-12 Collects Symbiote Spider-Man: Alien Reality (2019) #1-5. Turn back the clock to the days
before Spider-Man discovered his symbiote suit’s true nature! Years ago, Peter Parker returned from the Beyonder’s Battleworld sporting a
sleek, new black costume — with a dark and sinister secret! The “costume” was alive, an alien symbiote that would one day become Venom
— but even these stylish new duds won’t protect him when the Hobgoblin, deadlier than ever, strikes! But where did Hobby get these
uncanny new powers? Hopefully Doctor Strange can answer that question — because reality itself depends on it! Dread nightmares await as
the mystery deepens and Peter’s world unravels — and the fate of the future lies in the hands of the Symbiote Spider-Man! Peter David and
Greg Land return for the next thrilling installment woven between the classic issues of the Alien Costume Saga!
100 Things Spider-Man Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die Mark Ginocchio 2017-06-01 Every Spider-Man fan knows Peter Parker's
origin story, knows about his clashes with the Green Goblin, and is eager to see actor Tom Holland don the red and blue suit on the big
screen. But do you know the genesis of Venom or the Sinister Six? Have you ever tried Aunt May's famous wheatcakes? 100 Things SpiderMan Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource for true fans of the character. Whether you're a die-hard comic book
reader from the Silver Age or a new follower of the popular movies, these are the 100 things all fans need to know and do in their lifetime.
Writer and podcaster Mark Ginocchio has collected every essential piece of Spider-Man knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities,
and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom!
Marvel 2-In-One Vol. 1 Chip Zdarsky 2018-07-18 Collects Marvel 2-In-One (2017) #1-6. A classic title from Marvels storied history is back
at last  and its fantastic! With Reed and Sue Richards gone and presumed dead, Johnny Storm and Ben Grimm reunite in a bid to find their
new place in the Marvel Universe. But something is wrong with the Human Torch, and only the Thing can help him! And what monumental
secret has Victor Von Doom been hiding  and how will it completely change the lives of Ben and Johnny?! Prepare for things to go
Multiversal as the Thing and the Torch explore the Fate of the Four! Its the reunion youve been waiting for  well, half of it, at least  in
the worlds new greatest comic magazine!
Spider-Man 2007-04-04 Spider-Man battles a new enemy called Tracer, studies self-defense with Captain America, and undergoes several
changes as he learns of additional powers.
Web-Spinning Heroics Robert Moses Peaslee 2014-01-10 This volume collects a wide-ranging sample of fresh analyses of Spider-Man. It
traverses boundaries of medium, genre, epistemology and discipline in essays both insightful and passionate that move forward the study of
one of the world's most beloved characters. The editors have crafted the book for fans, creators and academics alike. Foreword by Tom
DeFalco, with poetry and an afterword by Gary Jackson (winner of the 2009 Cave Canem Poetry Prize).
Spider-Man - Human Torch Dan Slott 2005-06-01 It's five all-new, old-school adventures featuring your favorite web-headed hero and his
pal, the walking matchstick! Follow them through the years - from high school to present day, from the Negative Zone to the Coffee Bean,
from Dorrie Evans to Mary Jane Watson-Parker. It's all here! Collects Spider-Man/Human Torch #1-5.
Future Foundation Jeremy Whitley 2020-02-26 Collects Future Foundation (2019) #1-5, material from Fantastic Four (2018) #12. From the
pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, it’s the next generation of Imaginauts! When the Richards family was called back to Earth to be the FF again,
they left behind the Future Foundation — a think tank of the most brilliant young minds in the universe — with one mission: to find the
pieces of their friend the Molecule Man and rebuild him. But that’s proving harder than imagined as this crew of young geniuses, Atlanteans,
mutants, Moloids and androids have run into every problem in the Multiverse. Now, with the leadership of Alex and Julie Power, and a little
extra firepower from Guest Professor Yondu Udonta, the team will undergo their most dangerous mission yet: a prison break! Brace yourself
for a heart-pounding journey across time and space!
Fear Itself Matt Fraction 2012-01-18 Collects Fear Itself: Book of the Skull & Fear Itself 1-7. As Odin and the Asgardians leave the Earth to
fend for itself, the Avengers and the world's remaining heroes battle the unstoppable tide of terror! And then - the Serpent's Hammers fall!
Who shall rise up and join the Serpent as the Worthy, living avatars of his evil? And how can the Avengers respond...to fear itself?
Ant-Man David Michelinie 2015-06-10 Meet 2015's silver screen sensation in waiting -Scott Lang, the astonishing Ant-Man! To save his
daughter Cassie's life, Scott is forced to return to a life of crime, stealing Hank Pym's original costumed identity. But when his noble
intentions win the Avengers' approval, he takes over as the all-new Ant-Man, full-time! Electronics whiz Scott secures a job with Tony Stark,
but the size-changing super hero must save Iron Man after a brutal battle with the Hulk. No shrinking violet, Scott holds his own in
astonishing adventures with Spider-Man, the Thing and the Avengers...and when Ant-Man and Hawkeye join forces, somebody' gonna get it!
Collecting Avengers #195 (May 1980) Marvel Comics, Avengers #196 Avengers #181 (Mar 1979) Marvel Comics, Marvel Premiere #47-48,
Iron Man (1968) #131-133 and #151, Avengers (1963) #223, Marvel Team-Up (1972) #103.
Fantastic Four by Matt Fraction Omnibus 2015-03-03 When Reed and Sue decide the family needs to relax, they take Ben, Johnny and
the kids on a year-long vacation - through all of infinite time and space! And in the absence of Marvel's First Family, a handpicked substitute
FF - Ant-Man, Medusa, She-Hulk and the new Ms. Thing - stand ready to guard the Earth. What could possibly go wrong? As Reed Richards
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struggles to hide his true motivations and the Future Foundation reacts to their mentors' replacements, Doom the Annihilating Conqueror
rises! Can Reed cure the disease that's killing the team? COLLECTING: Fantastic Four (2012) 1-16, 5AU ; FF (2012) 1-16; Marvel Now!
Point One 1
Amazing Spider-Man Dan Slott 2018-05-09 Collects Amazing Spider-Man: Venom Inc. Alpha and Omega, Amazing Spider-Man (2015)
#792-793 and Venom (2016) #159-160. Its an amazingly lethal Spider-Man/Venom epic! Peter Parker, Eddie Brock and Flash Thompson
share a bond  literally! The Venom symbiote changed all their lives. Now the inky black alien life-form is doubling down on our heroes  and
they wont be the only ones put through the wringer. As a familiar face rises to new levels of villainy, Spidey finds himself caught between
Eddie and a mysterious new figure! Black Cat and her gang are confronted by an amped-up villain called Maniac, who will show everyone
how well he lives up to his name. And all the while, Venom Inc. weaves its tendrils through New Yorks criminal underworld. Youve never
read a Spidey and Venom story like this!
Moon Girl And Devil Dinosaur Vol. 5 Brandon Montclare 2018-06-27 Collects Moon Girl And Devil Dinosaur #25-30. When the Silver Surfer
comes to Manhattan with a warning about an ancient cosmic menace on a collision course with Earth, youd better listen up! But without
the First Family of the Marvel Universe around to answer the call, whos going to step up and solve the impossible? Lunella Lafayette,
thats who! Without Devil Dinosaur by her side, Lunella must join forces with some new friends who are missing their pals, too: the Human
Torch and the Ever-Lovin Blue-Eyed Thing! You dont want to miss the debut of the Fantastic Three! Galactus and the Silver Surfer
certainly wont! But who will join the ranks of Lunellas group to complete a truly awesome foursome?
Spider-Man: Life Story Chip Zdarsky 2021-11-16 Spider-Man makes history! In 1962's AMAZING FANTASY #15, teenage Peter Parker
was bitten by a radioactive spider and became the amazing Spider-Man! Nearly sixty years have passed in the real world since that event -so what would have happened if the same amount of time passed for Peter? In celebration of an icon, Chip Zdarsky and legendary artist
Mark Bagley spin a unique Spidey tale -- telling the entire life story of Spider-Man from beginning to end, set against the key events of the
decades through which he lived! From the Vietnam War to Secret Wars and Civil War, all the way through to what just might be a 72-yearold Spider-Man's final mission, prepare to watch Peter Parker age by the issue -- now in hardcover, including a brand-new Annual tale!
COLLECTING: Spider-Man: Life Story (2019) 1-6, Spider-Man: Life Story Annual (2021) 1
Amazing Spider-Man Vol. 4 Various 2015-08-26 Spider-Verse is over, but that doesn't mean Peter Parker is safe. Someone (or something)
has invaded Parker Industries and is targeting its staff! But how? Parker Industries' security can keep out any living thing! Enter the Ghost!
With this super-powered saboteur, no secret is safe - no PEOPLE are safe, either, for that matter. COLLECTING:ÿAmazing Spider -Man
16-18, Amazing Spider -Man Annual
Spider-Man / Fantastic Four 2011-02-09 The creative team behind the sellout X-Men/Spider-Man miniseries returns for a brand new tour
through classic Marvel moments! Contains four stories, each revealing a heretofore untold team-up between Spidey and the Fantastic Four
at a different point in Marvel history, with a mysterious common thread binding them all together. Collecting: Spider-Man/Fantastic Four
#1-4, Spectacular Spider-Man #42, Fantastic Four #218
Champions Vol. 2 Mark Waid 2017-12-13 Collects Champions (2016) #6-12. The world needs heroes, and they are the Champions! Ms.
Marvel! Cyclops! Nova! Spider-Man! Viv Vision! And the Totally Awesome Hulk! They're young and idealistic, and their movement is gaining
speed - but the newly minted Champions will get a harsh dose of reality when they're forced to throw down with the Freelancers! Plus: After
what became of her family, Viv willingly shut down her emotions - but did her decision come at a price? And in the throes of SECRET
EMPIRE, the Champions will see their world turned upside down! Broken up and scattered across the country, they still fight the good fight but even if the world survives, the team will be divided. And by the time the conflict is over, the team's lineup may surprise you!
Superior Spider-Man Companion Christopher Yost 2018-12-19 Collects Avenging Spider-Man #15.1 And #16-22, Daredevil (2011) #22,
Superior Spider-Man Team-Up #1-12, Scarlet Spider (2012) #20 and Inhumanity: Superior Spider-Man. Otto Octavius has taken Peter
Parkers body, his costume  his life!  to become a Superior Spider-Man. But theres one thing that comes with the suit that Otto didnt
count on: the team-ups! The Marvel Universe is about to meet a far-from-Friendly Neighborhood Spidey, beginning with Mary Jane Watson?!
But will Wolverine smell a rat? Will Daredevil sense trouble? And is Ottos secret safe from the Secret Avengers? The Superior Spider-Man
hunts the Chameleon on the S.H.I.E.L.D. Helicarrier, bears a deadly grudge against the Scarlet Spider and plays his part when Thanos
forces attack  but what are his plans for the Sinister Six? Plus: encounters with the Hulk, the Future Foundation, Namor, the Punisher,
Cloak and Dagger, and the Inhumans!
Spider-Man Dan Slott 2012-08-08 The Doc Ock story you've waited 50 years for! Doctor Otto Octavious holds the entire earth hostage with
his dying breath. What price will Spider-Man have to pay to buy the whole world one more day? COLLECTING: Ends of Earth 1, Amazing
Spider-Man 682-687, Avenging Spider-Man 8
The Amazing Spider-Man Omnibus Vol. 1 Stan Lee 2022-06-21 In 1962, in the pages of a series slated for cancellation, Stan Lee and Steve
Ditko created one of the most enduring icons in American popular media: the amazing Spider-Man! Turning the concept of a super hero on
its head, they imbued the young, guilt-ridden Peter Parker with the fantastic powers of an arachnid and the fantastic pressures of an
everyday teenager. The combination was pure magic. In 40 issues of web-slinging, wisecracking wonderment, Lee and Ditko built the
foundation for decades of Spidey spectaculars: girl trouble, bill trouble, bully trouble, the Daily Bugle, and a cast of friends, family and foes
unlike any other! Now, experience the entire Lee/Ditko Spider-Man run in one gorgeous volume! COLLECTING: Amazing Fantasy (1961) 15,
Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 1-38, Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) 1-2, Strange Tales Annual (1962) 2, Fantastic Four Annual (1963) 1
Justice League Beyond Dustin Nguyen 2013 "Originally published in single magazine form in Justice League Beyond digital chapters 1-16."
Spider-Man Chip Zdarsky 2021-10-13 Collects Spider-Man: Spider's Shadow (2021) #1-5. What if Peter Parker became Venom? Spider-Man
once donned an alien suit that nearly destroyed his life, but what if he never took it off? In this shocking new version of the story, Peter
ignores every warning and embraces his dark symbiote! Now, haunted by terrible nightmares and exhausted by an endless barrage of
villains, he is at the end of his rope — and when Hobgoblin attacks, Spider-Man isn’t so friendly anymore. The rules of engagement are about
to change — permanently! Wilson Fisk wants to put an end to this deadly new Spidey once and for all. But with Peter haunted by his past
and present more and more each day, can anyone save him from his own mind?
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Yondu Zac Thompson 2020-04-22 Collects Yondu (2019) #1-5. Is the galaxy big enough for two Yondu Udontas? Cosmic scoundrel Yondu
Udonta is about to hit the biggest payday of his life! But when the artifact known as the Herald’s Urn turns out to be deadlier than he
bargained for, the risk may - just this once - outweigh the reward. With a chaos-crazed mercenary on Yondu’s tail, he barely has time to plan
his next move - and things get wilder when his enlightened, spiritual descendant from the 31st century arrives to help! Can the future
Guardian of the Galaxy and the modern day Ravager set aside their differences long enough to survive - or will their divisiveness let the
savage Sav’rkk pick them off one by one? The fate of the universe hangs in the balance - but when the smoke clears, only one Yondu will be
left standing!
FF By Jonathan Hickman Vol. 2 Jonathan Hickman 2015-12-30 Collects FF #6-11.
Batman/Fortnite: Foundation (2021) #1 Christos Gage 2021-10-26 Directly from the bestselling, groundbreaking Batman/Fortnite: Zero
Point miniseries, comes an oversized one-shot that brings the action from the island to Gotham City. If you thought the Batman/Fortnite saga
was over, think again...it only gets bigger from here! Please note: This digital comic purchase DOES NOT include any redeemable code for
Fortnite in-game bonus rewards.
Red Mass for Mars Jonathan Hickman 2010 In a world that has survived every catastrophe imaginable, a new threat from the star beyond
looks to be the end of all humanity. 'A Red Mass For Mars' tells the story of the last days of Earth and the one man who could have saved us
all-- but didn't!
Marvel's Spider-Man Dennis “Hopeless” Hallum 2019-10-16 Collects Marvel's Spider-Man: City At War #1-6. Experience the amazing
adventures of MARVEL'S SPIDER-MAN! Showered with worldwide acclaim, the blockbuster game has everyone's spider-sense buzzing!
Now, relive the emotional and shock-filled story that spins favorite characters, including Mary Jane, Aunt May, Norman Osborn, Otto
Octavius and Miles Morales, into an all-new and unexpected web of drama, spectacle and classic Spidey action in the Mighty Marvel
Manner! After years of seeing Wilson Fisk escape criminal prosecution, the wisecracking web-slinger finally has the opportunity to team
with the NYPD to help arrest his fearsome foe. But how will the mysterious Mister Negative's ascent to power bring Peter Parker's civilian
life and Spider-Man's superhuman world crashing together? Includes all-new story moments never seen in the game - and bonus behind-thescenes content!
Spider-Man 2099 Volume 2 2015-08-04 Miguel O'Hara is finally back in his home era, the year 2099! But there's no time for nostalgia as
Spider-Man 2099, Lady Spider, and the six-armed Spider-Man are on the run for their lives from the dangerously ravenous Inheritors!
Spider-Man 2099 and Lady Spider, of the steampunk 1800s, bring past and future science to bear as they study Daemos, desperate for a
clue to help battle Morlun and his family. But can they make it back to the rest of the spiders in time to turn the tide of the final battle? Who
will survive the Spider-verse? Will Miguel finally be able to return home for good? And what happens when he finds that his future is
now...imperfect? Guest-starring that classic green-skinned future menace, the Maestro! COLLECTING: Spider -Man 2099 6-12
Ultimate FF Joshua Hale Fialkov 2014-10-08 Collects Ultimate FF #1-6.
Sideways (2018-) #1 Dan DiDio 2018-02-14 During the events of DARK NIGHTS: METAL, high school junior Derek James accidentally fell
through a rift into the dark matter dimension! Now, as Sideways, he can create rifts in midair to leap through dimensions at will! But with
that much power comes great liability—and cracks are starting to form in the fabric of the space-time continuum…
Marvel's Spider-Man Dennis “Hopeless” Hallum 2020-02-19 Collects Marvel's Spider-Man: Velocity #1-5. A new story continuing the saga of
the web-slinger from the smash-hit video game! How and why did Peter Parker build the armored Velocity Suit seen in Marvel’s Spider-Man?
Find out here! After the shocking events that turned his life upside down, Spider-Man continues to balance his colliding worlds as he
attempts to protect New York City against super villains like Swarm — while reporter Mary Jane Watson delves deep into an investigation
with legendary Daily Bugle journalist Ben Urich! As unexplainable occurrences bedevil the city, our heroes come face-to-face with…a
poltergeist?! But will teaming up to solve the mystery strengthen Peter and MJ’s relationship — or doom it? Plus: The secrets of the fanfavorite suit are revealed!
Spider-man J. Michael Straczynski 2007 After an assassin's bullet intended for him kills his beloved Aunt May, Spider-Man will not rest
until he finds the killer, while Sandman asks for Spider-Man's help when Sandman's father is falsely accused of murder, which brings back
memories of the death of Uncle Ben.
Star Wars: the High Republic Vol. 2 Cavan Scott 2021-12-07 "A new era of Star Wars storytelling begins! Journey back to the High
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Republic -- the golden age of the Jedi! Centuries before the Empire and the Skywalker saga, the Jedi are at their height, protecting the
galaxy as Republic pioneers push out into new territories. But as the frontier prepares for the dedication of the majestic Starlight Beacon,
Padawan Keeve Trennis faces the ultimate choice -- will she complete her Jedi trials, or rescue the innocent from disaster? And can she trust
her closest ally? Enter a rich and vast world of new Jedi! New worlds! New ships! And new evils to fight -- including the terrifying Nihil!"-Amazon.
FF - Volume 1 2013-07-30 The Fantastic Four have formed a new team to guard the planet, and their wards in the Future Foundation, while
they're on an interdimensional jouney: Scott Lang, the incredible shrinking Ant Man! Jen Walters, the original gamma-spawned She-Hulk!
Medusa, queen of the Inhumans! And...Ms. Thing??! But how does the world respond when this new FF take to the streets and make their
public debut? How do the Future Foundation kids feel about these new grown-ups running the show? And what does Scott Lang have in
store for Dr. Doom, the man responsible for his daughter Stature's death? The war begins... Plus: it's Valentine's Day at the Baxter Building!
So why does that spell trouble for She-Hulk? Find out as dynamo creators Matt Fraction and Mike Allred reinvent Marvel's First
Family...NOW! COLLECTING: FF 4-8
Marvel Point One 2011-08-03 START READING with these Point One Issues! The House of Ideas proudly presents an exciting collection of
one-shots that bring the history of its greatest heroes into the modern era of the Marvel Universe. Witness the birth of a new Spider-Man!
The Avengers battle the Intelligencia! The new Captain America goes on trial! Deadpool faces down the Wrecker! General Fortean
challenges the Red Hulk! Iron Man takes his first steps into the future! The Secret Avengers go public! The nefarious Grey Gargoyle
challenges Thor for the prize of immortality! X-Force protects Utopia against Lady Deathstrike and the Reavers! The X-Men defend
Magneto's! And Wolverine's birthday goes very bad, very fast! Hop aboard the Marvel Universe here! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
(1963) #654.1, AVENGERS (2010) #12.1, CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #615.1, DEADPOOL (2008) #33.1, HULK (2008) #30.1, INVINCIBLE
IRON MAN #500.1, SECRET AVENGERS #12.1, THOR (1966) #620.1, UNCANNY X-FORCE #5.1, UNCANNY X-MEN #534.1 and
WOLVERINE (2010) #5.1.
Avengers & the Infinity Gauntlet 2011-03-02 The evil THANOS has acquired the Infinity Gems, granting him control over the entire
universe. He's destroyed half the population of all worlds. The only force standing in his way? THE AVENGERS! But how can a ragtag group
of heroes and villains (!) overpower the unstoppable? Check out the non-stop, pulse-pounding, white-knuckling action brought to you by
Brian Clevinger (Atomic Robo) and Brian Churilla (Rex Mundi, The Anchor)! Collecting: Avengers & The Infinity Gauntlet #1-4, Infinity
Gauntlet #1
Spider-Man Steve Ditko 1997-06-01 Everything fans always wanted to know about Spider-Man is in this ultimate information resource -- This
will take fans and new readers alike on a compelling tour of the world of the Wall-Crawler Readers may know that Spider-Man's real name is
Peter Parker, but do you know who his best friend is? Sure he has the speed and strength of a spider, but exactly how fast and how strong is
that? And which of his enemies from the seemingly endless sea of villains is truly his nemesis and why? Answers to these questions and
many others are revealed in this, the ultimate reference book for arachnophiles. Spidey fans and newcomers alike will be able to impress
their friends with their knowledge of Web-Shooter construction; stump them with the maiden name of Peter Parker's Aunt May; and learn
how Spidey met Gwen Stacy and Mary-Jane Watson. The secrets of a dual identity, where the soft side of J. Jonah Jameson is, how to stop Dr.
Octopus and still make chemistry class, and more are all found in this 64-page bookshelf comic devoted to everyone's favorite Web-Slinger.
This resource is a must-have for Spider-Man fans and a wonderfully nostalgic conversation piece.
Spider-Man Tom Defalco 2006-12-13 Carnage, the spawn of Venom, has assembled an army of Spider-Man's criminally insane adversaries to
spread his message of hostility, chaos and wholesale slaughter: Carrion, Demogoblin, Shriek and the Spider-Man Doppelganger! Outmanned
and overpowered, the wall-crawler must recruit his own band of super-beings to combat the rising tide of evil: Black Cat, Cloak & Dagger,
Firestar, Captain America, Deathlok and ... Venom?! Spider-Man's worst enemy becomes his uneasy ally in the battle to halt Carnage's mad
rampage. But when he finds himself at odds with a number of his allies, who want to finish Carnage and his cronies once and for all, SpiderMan must decide whether to violate his personal code of honor to rid the world of pure evil. Can the web-slinger find an alternative before
it's too late? Either choice carries dire consequences! Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #378-380, Spider-Man: Unlimited (1993) #1-2,
Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #201-203, Web of Spider-Man (1985) #101-103, Spider-Man (1990) #35-37.
Amazing Spider-Man Vol. 1 Dan Slott 2014-10-15 Collects Amazing Spider-Man #1-6.
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